Tropical agriculture bears fruit for farmers.
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Hainan’s strength.

Hainan will continue its opening up in the new era, with the overall development strategy for the island being further promoted, to establish a fully integrated international tourism consumption center and strive to develop Hainan into a fully integrated international consumer goods consumption center.
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Chief system speareheads green growth model.

Super hospital a booster shot for health tourism.
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Island eyes more worldwide cooperation.
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New efforts to forge its tropical-hygiene-modern agriculture.

By YIN WANG/HAINAN

The county will make new efforts to forge its tropical-hygiene-modern agriculture.
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Hainan’s attractions.
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Hainan advances technology, promotes tourism development.
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Hainan: A new effort to bear fruit in Lingshui.
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The county will make new efforts to forge its tropical-hygiene-modern agriculture.
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Island eyes more worldwide cooperation.
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